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Focus on the USA 
Right from our first issue , Lights! has stressed the globa l 
nature of lighting for entertainment and architecture setting 
out to promote the exchange of ideas , showcase product 
app lications and provide technical guidance to a world-wide 
readership. 

Major trade shows this year in Paris, Las Vegas, Berlin 
London and Cologne have already provided the debut for 
important new products from Strand Lighting. And 
November 1992 was the tum of the LDI show in Dallas - a 
venue chosen by Strand Lighting to unveil a new range of 
LEKO® fixtures. 

Leko - a named formed from the conjunction of Century 
Lighting mentors Levy and Kook - is a product whose nam e 
is synonymous with Strand and Century, continuing a 
tradition extending back some sixty years. A new Leko 
therefore is an event of no small importance and the new 
product that carries forward this name is itself a landmark 
in lighting instrument design. It is also the first time that 
a product has featured on the front cover of Lights! 

Another change in design is that our production process 
enables us to introduce two issues of Lights!; this issue , and 
a version for North America. 

Another landmark is the publication of Fred Bentham 's 
autobiography reviewed in this issue of Lights! His is 
another familiar name with a story to match . A book that 
is a must on the reading list and bookshelf of everybody 
involved or just curious about the subject Fred refers to as 
the 'arcane world of creative lighting '. Lights! readers will be 
pleased to find an opportunity to own a copy of "Sixty tears 
of Light Work " through an offer in this issue. 

Quality and Strand products are synonymous so it is 
gratifying to announce the award by the British Standards 
Institute following compliance with the BS5750 quality 
standards. 

Dr Lewis Moonic MP for Klrkcaldy (rig/JI) prese11t111g tl;e 
Certifica te of Registration for t/Je BSI Registe,· of Flm1s of 
Assessed Capabil ity (BSJ 5750 Part I) to Managing Directo1; 
C/Jrls 1Valdro11 (left) mu/ Op,,,·atio11s Director Neil Gilmour 011 
14 October 1992 (see News Item -page 4). 
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continuing on pages 5, 
12, 13 and 17. 

6 PRODUCT FEATURE 

The revolutionary new 
American Leko is in the 
spotlight. 

The symbol of the Rank 
Organisation is known 
throughout the world. 
But who was the man with 
the gong? Brian Hartley 
investigates. 

9 TECHNICAL 

Roben Halliday offers advice 
on how to capture those 
special theatrical moments 
for tl1e photo album. 

10 INTERVIEW 

The Four Star rental company 
in New York has an inter
national reputation . Ligbts! 
catches up with Four Scar's 
President, Frank DeVema, 
during a visit to London. 

11 FEATURE 

Strand's Premiere ® 
architectural system 
controls more than light at 
Gleneagles Hotel, Scotland. 

14 FEATURE 

For 40 years Reg Bond was 
chief engineer at London 's 
Royal Festival Hall. Richard 
Humphries asks, "Who's 
That Man In The Pyjamas?" 

15 INTERVIEW 

Lights! interviews Tony 
award-winning lighting 
designer Jules Fisher. 

16 TECHNICAL 

The ideas behind today's 
control desk combination of 
'manual plus memory' is 
explained. 

18 CONTACTS 

Details of your local Strand 
contacts. 

19 REVIEWS 

Lighting by Design and 
The Control of Light, 
plus Fred Bentham 's 
autobiography Sixty ~ars 
of Light Work. 

Sixty years of theatrical tradition as 
Strand Ligbting Imme/Jes tbe new Leko 
in tbe US.4 and Canada. See pages 6/7. 

Capture J1011r magic moments on page 9. 

Front cover: 
A celebration of tin new range of 
LEKO* ellips oidal spot/igbts . 
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